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Abstract 

The paper deals with the verification of RT-LOTOS specifications, RT-LOTOS 
being an acronym of Real-Time LOTOS, a tern poral extension of the LOTOS FDT. 
Verification is performed by reachability analysis of a timed automaton model into 
which aRT-LOTOS specification may be automatically translated. Two main con
tributions are brought by this paper: the definition of a new timed automaton 
model, the dynamic timed automaton model which is particularly suitable for tak
ing into account non regular RT-LOTOS processes, and the elaboration of a new 
method for translating a temporal process algebra into a timed automaton model, 
the so-called structural induction method. The main advantage of the proposed 
approach, with respect to others methods presented in the literature, is that the 
reachability analysis may be performed on the fly when generating the timed au
tomaton model. The proposed approach has been fully implemented in the RTL 
tool (RT-LOTOS Laboratory) and several verification results are provided on dif
ferent simple examples, and in particular the classical tick-tock case study. 
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1 Introduction 
The paper deals with the verification of RT-LOTOS specifications. The verification 
method consists in translating the RT-LOTOS specification into a timed automaton 
model, on which classical reachability analysis can be performed. The general way to 
proceed is not original, but the specific method detailed in the paper presents several 
important advantages with regard to others propositions: 

• it permits to minimize the number of clocks in each control state of the timed 
automaton, thanks to the definition of a new timed automaton model, the so-called 
Dynamic Timed Automaton (DTA in short) model; this is, in particular, not the 
case for the method proposed in [9] where one distinct clock is associated with each 
action of the process algebra specification; 

• reachability analysis may be performed on the fly when generating the DTA model 
from the RT-LOTOS specification; this is not the case for the method initially 
proposed for ATP [8] and then applied to ET-LOTOS [5]. 

Both advantages are important from a practical point of view, since the complexity of 
verification algorithms developed for timed automata directly depends on the number of 
clocks [10]; and the reachability analysis method is applicable if the RT-LOTOS behavior 
is bounded, even if the underlying LOTOS behavior is unbounded. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the DTA model and shows how 
reachability analysis techniques developed for the classical timed automaton model may 
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be generalized to the DTA model. Section 3 develops the structural induction method for 
performing the translation from aRT-LOTOS specification into a DTA model. Section 
4 presents different verification results obtained, using the RTL tool, for the tick-tock 
case study. Finally, some conclusions are drawn and future research work is outlined in 
section 5. 

2 The DTA model 
2.1 Motivations 

Timed automata [2] have been proposed to model finite-state real-time systems. Each 
timed automaton has a finite set of control states and a finite set of clocks. All clocks 
proceed at the same rate and measure the amount of time that has elapsed since they 
were started or reset. Each transition of the system might reset some of the clocks, and 
has an associated enabling condition expressed as a constraint on the values of the clocks. 

Our motivation here is not to use a timed automaton model as a specification model 
but instead to translate, for the sake of verification, a formal RT-LOTOS specification 
into a timed automaton model. For this purpose the classical timed automaton model 
presents some shortcomings that have motivated the definition of a new model, the so
called DTA (Dynamic Timed Automaton) model. This DTA model features three main 
extensions: (1) it is a labeled timed automaton model; (2) it distinguishes both urgent 
and not-urgent actions; (3) it permits to associate a variable number of clocks with the 
different control states of the model. 

The latter extension is important since one wants both to take into account non
regular RT-LOTOS processes and to minimize the global number of clocks (remember 
that various verification algorithms devised for timed automata depend strongly on the 
number of clocks with a complexity of O(k3 ) where k is the number of clocks [10]). 

2.2 Formalization of the DTA model 

Let L be a set of action labels, and Is Urgent be a predicate defined over L to determine 
whether or not an action is urgent. Let D = {t E <Q It> 0} be the time domain and 
let Do= D U {0}, Df:' =Do U {oo}. Let finally Cset = {c; I i E JN+} be an indexed 
set of clocks. A timed condition is a conjunction of inequalities of the form m -< e; -< M 
where m,M E Df:', -<E {<,~},and e; E Cset. These inequalities are also represented 
by notation (e;, I) where I is [m, M] or Jm, M] or [m, M[ or ]m, M[. 

Definition 1 (Dynamic Timed Automaton) A Dynamic Timed Automaton is a 4-
tuple (S, NClock, E, s0 ), where (1) Sis a finite set of control states; (2) NClock: S--+ IN 
is a function associating with each control state the number of clocks of that state; (3) 
E is a finite set of transitions of the form (s, s', K, a, C, 0), for a source control state 
s E S, a target control state s' E S, a timed condition K such that (c;, I) E K => i E 

{1, ... , NClock(s)}, an action label a E L, a subset C ~ {1, ... , NClock(s')} defining 
the indexes of the clocks to be reset when the transition takes place, (} : JN+ --+ JN+ 
a partial injective clock setting function satisfying Dom (} ~ {1, ... , NClock(s)} and 
Im (} = {1, ... , NClock(s')}- C; (4) s0 is the initial control state. D 

Note that, for each clock setting function 0, the constraints above imply (i) IDom 01 = 
lim 01, (ii) IDom 01 :S NClock(s), (iii) lim 01 + ICI = NClock(s'). 
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Example 1 LetS= {so,sl}, NClock(sO) = 5, NClock(s1) = 2, and(s0 ,s1,K, a,C,O) E 

E. K = {5 ~ c4 < oo }, C = {2}, and 0 = {(3, 1)} define a valid transition, whereas 
K = {0 ~ es ~ 10}, C = 0, and(}= {(3, 1)} define an invalid one. 

A labeled transition system LTS(DTA) is associated with each dynamic timed automa
ton DTA. A state u = (s,v) of LTS(DTA) is fully described by specifying the control 
state s of the dynamic timed automaton and the values v E D 0NClock(s) of all clocks 
defined for that control state. The transitions of LTS(DTA) correspond either to explicit 
transitions of DTA or to implicit transitions representing the passage of time. The former 
are described by the transition successor rule and the latter by the time successor rule. 

Let e = (s, s', K, a, C, 0) E E, v f= e means v(i) E I for each (c;, I) E K. 
Transition successor. For all states (s,v) and transitions e = (s,s',K,a,C,O) E E, if 
v f= e then (s,v) ~ (s',v') where v'(i) := 0 fori E C and v'(i) := v(0- 1(i)) fori (j. C 
and 1 ~ i ~ NClock(s'). 
Time successor. For all states (s, v) and time increments t > 0, (s, v) ...!t (s, v + t) 
if, for all 0 ~ t' < t and for all e = (s,s',K,a,C,O) E E such that IsUrgent(a), we have 
v + t' ~e. 

The DTA model is able to deal with a variable number of clocks, but, as seen in the 
formal definition, this implies to define a 0 function for each transition of the DTA. This 
might appear rather cumbersome when using directly the DTA model as a specifica
tion model, but remember that the DTA model is seen here as an intermediate model 
generated automatically from a higher-level RT-LOTOS formal specification. 

2.3 Reachability analysis 

Let DTA=(S, NClock, E, s0 ) be a Dynamic Timed Automaton. A partition of control 
states E sis a set 11", = {{s} X zi I i E I finite} where {Zi I i E I} is a partition of 
D~Clock(•). We consider that each element Zi is a convex polyhedron described by finite 
conjunctions of inequalities comparing a clock or the difference of two clocks to an integer 
constant. A partition 1r of the DTA is a union of partitions 1r, of each control states E S. 

Consider a state (s,v) E B = {s} X zi and the "time trajectory" (s,v + .5) as 0 
increases from 0 to oo. If the trajectory exits B, let C = { s} x Z; E 1r • be the first class 
that the trajectory hits; we say then that Cis the immediate time successor of (s, v). 

A partition 1r induces a quotient transition system LTS(DTA/1r) whose states are the 
classes of 11". There is an arc labeled a E L from class B to class C if, for some state (s, v) 
of B, we have (s,v) ~ (s',v') on LTS(DTA). There is an arc labeled t from class B to 
class C if some state of B has class Cas its immediate time successor. Arc B ~ Cis 
said to be stable if every state of B has an a-transition to some state of C. Similarly, 
arc B ~ C is said to be stable if every state of B has class C as its immediate time 
successor. A class B is stable if all its arcs are stable. The partition 1r is stable if all its 
classes are stable. 

An unstable initial partition 1r can be refined in order to achieve a coarsest stable 
partition 1r1• This stable partition induces a minimized transition system LTS(DTA/1r'). 
We usually only care about the states of LTS(DTA) that are reachable from its initial 
state s0 • The classes of 1r1 containing them are exactly the classes that are reachable 
in LTS(DTA/1r') from the initial class (i.e., the one containing s0). The subgraph of 
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LTS(DTA/1r') that is induced by theses nodes is called the minimal reachable graph. 
Algorithms for performing simultaneously reachability analysis and minimization in timed 
transition systems were proposed recently in [1] and [10]. The second algorithm has been 
adapted for Dynamic Timed Automata and implemented in the RTL tool. 

3 Translating aRT-LOTOS specification into a DTA 
model 

This section presents an original method for performing the translation from a temporal 
process algebra formalism (RT-LOTOS here) into a timed automaton model (the DTA 
model here). It is called the "structural induction method" and appears to be more 
effective than others methods proposed in the literature [9, 8]. For simplification purposes, 
the translation method is developed in this section only for Basic RT-LOTOS; note 
however, that the method has been generalized to our Full RT-LOTOS definition and 
implemented in the RTL tool. 

The structural induction method aims to associate one clock per elementary com
ponent of the specification, but without having to restrict itself to the case where the 
underlying untimed reachability graph is finite. In other words, it is possible to perform 
the DTA reachability analysis on the fly. This is not the case for the method proposed 
in [8, 5], which is consequently not applicable to the following example: 

hide a, b in Pt [a](l) l[aJI P.t![a,b](O) 
Pt[a](per:time) = delay(per) a; Pt[a](per) 
P.t![a,b](n:nat) = a; P.t![a,b](n+l) [] [n>O]-> b; P.t![a,b](n-1) 

The basic intuition for carrying out the structural induction method relies on the def
inition of structural configurations (or simply configurations) which are associated with 
RT-LOTOS behavior expressions. A configuration adds to a RT-LOTOS behavior ex
pression a structural information (which has the form of a pair (n, m) of integer numbers) 
characterizing without any ambiguity the relative position of the behavior expression with 
respect to the nested parallel operators of the complete specification syntax tree. The 
proposed translation method is formalized in two steps, developed in the next subsec
tions, namely: (1) the structural configurations operational semantics which refers to 
so-called virtual clocks; (2) the mapping between structural configurations and control 
states of a DTA model emphasizing in particular the mapping between the configuration 
virtual clocks and the actual clocks of the DTA model. 

3.1 Structural configurations 

The set of structural configurations is characterized by the following BNF grammar: 
p ::= stop I (n,m)[exit] I (n,mj[g{u}; P] I (n,mj[i; P] I t:..up I nup I 

P[]P I PI[L]IP I hide Lin PI P »(n,m) P I P [>(n,m) P 
Note that it would be useless to associate any structural information with configuration 

stop, as no further action is enabled for this configuration. Note also that in P >>(n,m) 

and P [>(n,m)• the (n,m) structural information is associated with the operator (either 
»(n,m) or [>(n,m)) and not with the RT-LOTOS behavior expressions or structural 
configurations. The set of all ( n, m) pairs defined for a specific structural configuration 
P, in symbols <P(P), is called the configuration determinant and is defined by induction 
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(n,m)[exit] ~stop, K = { 0 ~ C(n,m)} 

(n,m)[g{u}; P) K.!!~.f P, P = expand((n, m), P), K = { 0 ~ C(n,m) ~ u}, C = 1/J(P) 

(n,m)[i; P) K# P, P = expand((n, m), P), K = { C(n,m) = 0} , C = 1/J(P) 

P K,,g,p, P' Q K2.9 • .c2 Q' ' p K,g,C P' 
______, ______, K = K 1 181 K 2 ~ 

PI[LJIQ K,~,c P'I[LJIQ' c = c1 u c2 PI[L]IQ ~ P'I[LJIQ 

p K_:!~.f P' 
-----=-=K-:-. --=0::--,-, Q = expand((n,m),Q), C' = tjJ(Q) 
P »(n,m) Q ~ Q 

P JS!.f P' Q ~ Q' ---. ___ ---.---::-:---=- C' = cut((n,m),C) 

p [>(n,m) Q ~ P' [>(n,m) Q p [>(n,m) Q K~' Q" Q" = cut((n, m), Q') 

P~P' P~P' 
K' = shift( K, u) 

P [>(n,m) Q ~ P' jj,.up K~ P' ' 

P~P' I pK#P' 
K' c , K = K 181 [0, u[ K' c , K' = K 181 [u, oo[ 

nup ~ P' nup ~ P' 

Table 1: The structural configuration operational semantics 

on the structure of P as follows. 

Definition 2 1/J(P) 
1/J(stop) = 0 tP((n,m)[exit)) = tP((n,m)[9{ U }; P)) = tP((n,m)[i; P)) = {(n, m)} 

tfJ(t!.. up) = ifJ(OuP) = 1/J(hide Lin P) = 1/J(P »(n,m) Q) = 1/J(P) 
1/J(P[]Q) = 1/J(PI[L]IQ) = 1/J(P [>(n,ml Q) = 1/J(P) u 1/J(Q) o 
Definition 3 Function expand((n, m), P) is the basic function performing the mapping 

between aRT-LOTOS behavior (P) and its associated structural configuration (P). Clas

sical well-guardness conditions may be stated and assumed to avoid the pathological cases 

(like X= X) where expand((n,m),P) does not terminate. Under this assumption, it is 

possible to define the normal form of a structural configuration according to the definition 

below: 
expand((n, m), X)= expand((n, m), Px) expand((n, m), stop)= stop 
expand((n, m), exit)= (n,m)[exit) expand((n, m), i; P) = (n,m)[i; P] 

expand((n,m),g{u}; P) = (n,m)[g{u}; P) 
expand((n,m),OP) = Oexpand((n,m),P) for 0 ranging over t!..u,nu,hide Lin 

expand((n,m),P[]Q) = expand((n,m),P) [) expand((n,m),Q) 

expand((n, m), PI[LJIQ) = expand((n + 1, 2m), P) I[LJI expand((n + 1, 2m+ 1), Q) 

expand((n,m),P » Q) = expand((n,m),P) »(n,m) Q 
expand((n, m), P [> Q) = expand((n + 1, 2m), P) [>(n,m) expand((n + 1, 2m), Q) o 

The operational semantics of Table 1 may be seen within a transitional framework, 

where vertices are interpreted as structural configurations and transitions are labeled 

with triple ( K, g, C) where: (1) K represents the set of timing constraints to be satisfied 

for enabling the action occurrence (i.e. the transition firing); these timing constraints are 

expressed with respect to virtual clocks referenced by means of ( n, m) structural infor

mations; these (n, m) structural informations identify within the specification syntax tree 

and without any ambiguity the relative position of the RT-LOTOS elementary component 

involved in the particular action occurrence (there may be just one component involved in 
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the case of either an internal action or an action offering to the specification outside envi
ronment, there may be several in the case of a multiway synchronization among different 
components); (2) g is the gate labeling the transition; (3) Cis the structural information 
characterizing the determinant of the resulting configuration; this information will be 
used to determine the clocks to be reset when firing the associated transition. 

Besides functions expand( ( n, m ), P) and tft(P) which have already been defined, the 
inference rules of the operational semantics refer to two additional functions aiming to 
compose time constraints and to one additional function intended to restore the structural 
information for the configuration appearing at the right of the disrupt operator. 
Definition 4 shift(K,u) = {(ci,l + u) I (ci, I) E K} 
K ® Interval = {( Cj, In Interval) I ( Cj,l) E K} 
KI ® K2 = {(ci, I) I ( (Ci, I) E KI 1\ lfi2. (ci, I2) ¢ K2) V 
( (ci, I) E K2 1\ VII. (ci, II) (j. KI) V (I= II n I2 1\ (Ci, II) E KI 1\ (ci, I2) E K2)} 

cut((n, m), (p, q)) = (p- 1, ((q div 2P-n).2p-n-I) I (q & (2p-n-I -1))) 
cut((n,m),C) = {cut((n,m),(p,q)) I (p,q) E C} 
cut((n,m),(p,q)[exit]) = cut((n,m),(p,q))[exit] cut((n,m),stop) =stop 
cut((n, m), X) = cut((n, m ), Px) cut((n, m), (p,q)[i; P]) = cut((n,m),(p,q))[i; P] 
cut((n, m), (p,q)[g{ u}; P]) = cut((n,m),(p,q))[g{ u }; P] 
cut((n,m),DP) = Dcut((n,m),P) for D ranging over !::J.",f!U,hide Lin 
cut((n, m), P[]Q) = cut((n, m), P) [] cut((n, m), Q) 
cut((n, m), PI[LJIQ) = cut((n, m), P) I[L]I cut((n, m), Q) 
cut((n,m),P »(p,q) Q) = cut((n,m),P) »cut((n,m),(p,q)) Q 
cut((n, m), P [>(p,q) Q) = cut((n, m), P) [>cut((n,m),(p,q)) cut((n, m), Q) 

3.2 Generating the DTA 
D 

The mapping between the structural configuration operational semantics and the seman
tics of the DTA model may be expressed by the following inference rule: 

P ~ P' R = NR(P) R' = NR(P') Z = ift(P') - C 
p R(K),g,RjQ'Jy";!(R,R',Z) P' 

NR (P) determines a relation which associates an integer (index) with each (n,m) 
belonging to the determinant of structural configuration (P); in other words, the relation 
yielded by NR (P) permits to establish the mapping between the structural configuration 
virtual clocks and their associated actual clocks in the DTA model. R(K) consists in 
applying relation R to a set of timed conditions K. genO(R,R',Z) generates the 0 
function to be associated with the DTA transitions. 
Definition 5 NR (P), R(K), and genfJ(R, R', Z) 
NR (P) = NR ( 0, GC (£, P), 1) NR ( R, £, y) = R 
NR(R ( )L )-{ NR(R,L,y) if3y'::;ysuchthat((n,m),y)ER 

'n,m. ,y- NR(Ru{((n,m),y)},L,y+l) otherwise 

{ 
L ifP =stop 

GC (L P) _ L.(n.m) ifP E { (n,m)[exit], (n,m)[a{u};P]} 
' - GC (L, PI) if P E { Ll"PI, f!"PI, hide Lin PI, PI »(n,m) Q} 

GC (GC (L, PI), P2) if P E { PI[]P2, PI![L]IP2, PI [>(n,m) P2} 
((n, m), y) E R:::} R((n, m)) = y m-< C(n,m)-< ME K:::} m-< CR((n,m))-< ME R(K) 
(n,m) E Z =? (R((n,m)),R'((n,m))) E genfJ(R,R',Z) D 
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Assuming a set of action labels L == {g.,gw I g E GVi•6}, function IsUrgent being de
fined over Lin a way consistent with the RT-LOTOS operational semantics (IsUrgent(i,) 
== true, and IsUrgent(g) == false for any other action), the dynamic timed automaton 
DTAp == (S, NClock, E, s0 ) associated with Pis defined by: (1) s0 == expand((O, 0), P); 
(2) S is the smallest set of timed configurations satisfying the properties s0 E S, and 

s E S II s ~.g#A s' => s' E S; (3) NClock(P) == lt/>(P)I; (4) (P,P',K,g,C,O) E E if 

P ~.g#A P' and PES. 

4 The Tick-Tock case study 
The Tick-Tock case study has been developed as a generic example [6] for assessing 
different temporal extensions of LOTOS and their associated verification methods. Initial 
results on the simple service specification of the Tick-Tock case study are reported in this 
section. 

Table 2 shows the verification results obtained for the Tick-Tock Specification. Dif
ferent combinations of the specification parameters are considered (buffer size, d1, d2, 
alpha, per), as in [5]. Two error actions (respectively error!lO and error!13) have been 
introduced in the specification for characterizing the possible violation of properties (10) 
and (13) expressed in [5] by TCTL formulas. If no error action occurs, the considered 
properties are satisfied for the specification. The table presents also the number of reach
able DTA control states derived on the fly, as well as the number of their associated 
classes. One may finally note that almost all control states have the same number of 
clocks, since this particular example is (almost) regular (fixed number of components, 
once the specification has been initialized). 

buffer size 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 
d1 50 10500 13 75 75 50 75 75 
d2 80 13666 813 120 120 75 220 220 

alpha 90 12000 1050 50 50 150 50 50 
per 100 15000 1000 100 100 100 100 100 

error - - 13 10 - 13 10 -

time 48s 20s 17s lls 158s 21s 60s 1497s 
DTA states 13 13 14 12 38 15 23 84 

4-clock DTA states - - 1 1 - - - -
5-clock DTA states 12 12 12 10 - 1 1 -

6-clock DTA states 1 1 1 1 37 13 21 1 
7-clock DTA states - - - - 1 1 1 82 
8-clock DTA states - - - - - - - 1 

classes 63 49 60 32 112 42 64 503 

Table 2: Results for several parameter combinations 
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5 Conclusion 
The paper has shown a method for performing the reachability analysis of a Full RT
LOTOS formal specification. This method relies on a new timed model, called the Dy
namic Timed Automaton model, and on a new translation method, called the structural 
induction method. This method has been implemented in the RTL tool and verification 
results on the tick-tock case study have been presented. The proposed approach presents 
three ma.in advantages with respect to others approaches proposed in the literature for 
similar LOTOS-based process algebras: (1) it takes into account non regular LOTOS 
processes; (2) it permits to minimize the number of clocks in each state of the timed 
automaton model; (3) the reachability analysis may be performed on the fly. 

Although not discussed in the paper for simplification reasons, the proposed method 
(both the DTA and the structural induction method) have been generalized and imple
mented for taking into account the temporal violation recovery mechanism proposed for 
RT-LOTOS[4]. Future directions of work a.im to improve the reachability analysis (im
provement of the minimization algorithm and introduction of partial order techniques 
for preventing state space explosion), as well as to generalize the reachability method to 
the @ operator of RT-LOTOS. Finally a return of experience in putting the proposed 
approach to work in practice in different application domains (distributed multimedia 
systems, manufacturing systems) is also expected for improving the RTL tool. 
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